MEGA CAR-DEHUMIDIFIER ASB-1000

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Dear Customer,
Thank you for purchasing a PINGI quality product.
Please carefully read these instructions before getting
started. This will ensure optimal performance and safe
use of your product.
WARNING
-	It is unsafe to drive a vehicle with dirty or misted
windows that impede the drivers’ view.
SAFETY - GENERAL
a. Remove the plastic bag before first use.
b. Do not try to open or cut the cloth.
c. Do not leave the product in reach of children or pets.
d. The car-dehumidifier must be secured before driving
the vehicle. An unsecured car-dehumidifier may slide
around inside a moving vehicle, distracting the driver or
obstructing the operation of the foot pedals..
SAFETY - DRYING
a. Burn/scalding warning – During the oven drying
process this product will become very hot and
extremely hot water vapour will be released. Handle
with extreme caution.
b. Do not exceed the recommended oven temperature.
APPLICATION
The PINGI reusable car-dehumidifier effectively removes
moisture from the interior of your vehicle. It is your
solution to early-morning fogged windows, musty odours
and other moisture-related problems.

will gradually become heavier until it is time to recharge.
The pouch will weigh >1350g when it is full.
Attention!!
Read the SAFETY – DRYING section before recharging
your PINGI car dehumidifier the first time.
DRYING IN THE OVEN
a. Place the pouch in a clean oven dish (pyrex/borosilicate
glass) and position in the center of the oven.
b. Set the oven temperature to 180 °C.
c. Heat your car-dehumidifier for 3 hours.
CAUTION – During the oven drying process your PINGI
reusable car-dehumidifier will get extremely hot.
The water in your car-dehumidifier will heat up and
evaporate.
It is also possible to dry your car-dehumidifier on a
radiator or to place it in the sun for solar drying.
This is, however, less effective and takes several days.
NOTES
- At the end of its service life the product can be
disposed in the trash (household waste). Please always
comply with local regulation regarding recycling and
the collection of wasteand inquire with your local
government if needed.
- It may take several recharging cycles for the
car-dehumidifier to remove all the accumulated
dampness from your interior.
Please visit our website for further information:
www.pingi.com

INNOGOODS BV
RIVIUM 2E STR. 40
NL-2909 LG CAPELLE A/D IJSSEL
+31 (0)88 995 1000 (INT)

FUNCTION
The PINGI car-dehumidifier will attract excess moisture
and retain it. As the car dehumidifier fills with moisture, it

www.pingi.com
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